**Ambitions and goals for Corporate Responsibility material aspects**

All aspects of corporate responsibility are important for Statkraft. A materiality analysis has been conducted in 2015 with the aim of identifying the most central corporate responsibility aspects to Statkraft. The materiality analysis was conducted according to the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI G4), which includes considering stakeholder expectations. Six aspects were identified as a result of this analysis. In terms of reporting, these material aspects will be given a more detailed and comprehensive review than other aspects – see the full Corporate Responsibility Report posted on www.statkraft.com.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material aspect</th>
<th>Ambition statement</th>
<th>Goals towards 2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Safety and safeguarding of people** | Statkraft actively prevents harm or injuries to people through a systematic approach and a value-based safety culture | → Ensure that managers at all levels provide safety leadership  
→ Strengthen the focus on high risk activities and preventative measures  
→ Utilize a balance of leading and lagging indicators to measure and guide performance  
→ Improve processes and capabilities for security management  
→ Ensure that learnings from incidents are applied corporate wide |
| **Human rights** | Statkraft acts according to the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights | → Follow developments related to increasing international and national expectations related to human rights management (human rights due diligence process) and improve our practices accordingly, starting by major and international projects  
→ Ensure adequate implementation of training program on human rights  
→ Strengthen and make better known our grievance mechanisms, including at project level  
→ Strengthen stakeholder dialogue and communication, including on our salient human rights impacts |
| **Water management** | Statkraft is recognised as a company with a responsible and sustainable water management practice | → Ensure proactive and adequate handling and systematic follow-up of water levels, flow-limits and hydropoaking requirements in our concessions and self-restrictions  
→ Demonstrate sustainable water management based on improved understanding of the effects of climate change on water availability (e.g. scarcity and flood control) in all areas of operation |
| **Biodiversity** | Statkraft supports a precautionary approach to biodiversity challenges, and facilitates ecological resilience in our areas of impact | → Enhanced tracking and communication of performance on systematic handling of biodiversity, e.g. red-list species of flora and fauna, critical habitats and presence in legally protected areas  
→ Increased understanding of our impacts on biodiversity, and adequate handling in project development and operation |
| **Climate change mitigation, adaptation and preparedness** | Statkraft contributes to the transition to a more climate friendly and sustainable energy system and seeks continuously to maintain a low climate footprint | → Further the understanding of the impact of national and international climate policies on our business and, as appropriate, provide Statkraft's perspectives, including on carbon pricing, to relevant stakeholders  
→ Improve our market and strategic analysis in order to incorporate climate change induced changes  
→ Further common understanding how climate change affects all our assets and continue to evaluate new business opportunities accordingly, based on company-wide climate assumptions  
→ Contribute to scientific methods for assessing the climate impact of our business |
| **Business ethics and anti-corruption** | Statkraft actively prevents corruption and unethical practices in all business activities | → All employees complete training in business ethics with focus on anti-corruption  
→ Continue to strengthen the culture of reporting of concerns and breaches  
→ Continue to ensure adequate corporate-wide handling of anti-corruption and business ethics risks, with particular focus on high risk processes  
→ Improve the adequacy of how business ethics is reflected in requirements and controls for key business processes |